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Viechweg, Dennis

To: Viechweg, Dennis

Subject: FW: Peaches review

 
 

From: PE 

Sent: 07 February 2014 12:51 

To: Environment and Protection 

Cc: 
Subject: Peaches review 

 

Dear Sir, Madam 

I would like to lodge a complaint about Peaches Nightclub and I am delighted that the review was cancelled in 

January as I believe that my letter did not go forward to the appeal on time.  I have complained for many years 

about Peaches and Mr Adolphis PC was aware of my logging of complaints and also ringing him on his mobile when 

he was on call, in the middle of the night over many years.  Although I have to say that the noise levels have 

improved especially as we have double yellow lines on both sides of our road in Draycott Ave and the weather is not 

good but I am still disturbed, eg, last Saturday I was woke around 2 ish I believe and witnessed groups of men and 

women in the middle of the road about to start a fight.  The fight seemed to move down to the Kenton Road so I 

went back to bed. 

 

So yes I get disturbed regularly  at weekends and I am dreading summer when customers loiter in the road shouting 

and chatting or worse.  I am an epileptic and with sleep deprivation I am more prone to experiencing seizures.  

 

I am hoping that the neighbours will also write to you as I know that they are disturbed too. 

 

I was wondering what happened to the 80 signatures that were collected for the last review in January that was 

cancelled?  A man called Neil collected them and I am hoping they are now going to be lodged with the appeal.  Kind 

regards.  I would be grateful if you could confirm receipt of this letter.  

 

Yours faithfully 

 

PE 

 


